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IP- Structure and pro in Polish

Anna Ciszewska- Wilkens*

1 Introduction
In this paper I am going to argue that the morphosyntactic phenomenon of Inflected COMP
in Polish provides evidence for separate Agr and Tense projections, and that the IP structure
developed here licenses pro in Polish. An example of the inflected COMP sentence is the
following:
(1) a. Dopiero -smy wsta - ly.

just-in get up- PAST /F /PL

`We just got up.'
Although usually the person marker is affixed to the main Verb, it is quite common for
speakers to cliticize the person marker onto the first "word" of the sentence while the main
Verb is inflected for past tense.1 This kind of a regular behaviour of the person marker
against the past tense marker requires their separation in the tree.

Another issue I am going to discuss here is the ordering of the Tense and Agr projections
in the tree. I am going to take the position of Belletti (1988) and Chomsky (1988), and
argue that the Agr projection is higher than Tense. This is supported by the morphological
evidence of the ordering of the Tense and Agr markers on the Verb.

(1) b. Dopiero wsta- ly -gmy.
just get up- PAST /F /PL-1PL

`We just got up.'
The assumption that the main Verb moves from V° through Tense up to Agr and that this
movement is reflected in the order of the markers on the Verb is consistent with the Mirror
Principle which requires morphological derivations to directly reflect syntactic derivations
(Baker (1985)).

In order to account for the second position phenomena of the person marker with cate-
gories other than Verb I will propose that the Agr features adjoin to the C° node and the
person inflection on the first position in the sentence is a reflection of movement to COMP
rather than movement to Agr. I am also going to use the adjunction of Agr to C° as a quite
natural explanation for pro in Polish. I will argue that after adjunction Agr is governing pro
from Left to Right and since Agr is uniform (in the sense of Jaeggli and Safir (1989)) it can
license pro in Polish.

*It would not have been possible for me to write this paper without the expertise and support of Molly
Diesing, Andrew Barss and Eloise Jelinek. I would also like to thank my classmates for great discussions
and their friendship and my husband for great perseverance in putting this paper into LATEX.

1 Some dialects do not have the second position effects for the person marker.
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2 Phenomenon of Second Position Person Marker
Second position phenomena with respect to Auxiliaries have been discussed extensively in
Steele et al. (1981). The analysis of second position I am providing here, however, does not
relate this phenomenon to the status of Auxiliaries in Polish.'

2.1 Basic Facts about Polish Verbal Morphology
Verbs in the present tense are overtly inflected for person - (2)a, and in the past tense they
are overtly inflected for tense /gender /number and person - (2)b.3

(2) a. Non -Past forms [present tense reading]: `to sleep'
SINGULAR

sleep - PERSON
1 spi -

2 spi sz
3 spi 0

b. Past forms
FEMININE /SINGULAR

Sleep- PAST /F /S -PERS

1 spa - la - m
2 spa - la - s
3 spa - la - 0

MASCULINE /SINGULAR

sleep- PAST /M /S -PERS

1 spa le - m
2 spa le - s
3 spa I - sÖ

PLURAL

sleep - PERSON
spi my
spi - cie
spi - 4

FEMININE /PLURAL

Sleep - PAST / F/ P L- P ERS

spa
spa
spa

gray
scie
0

MASCULINE /PLURAL

sleep - PAST /M /PL -PERS

spa
spa
spa -

li - smy
li - scie
li - Ö

2.2 Second Position Effects For Person Markers
Although person markers usually appear as verbal suffixes, it is very common for speakers
to cliticize them to the first position in the sentence. This phenomenon happens only if the
Verb is inflected for the past tense and has an overt past marker on it - see Figs. (3) -(8).
Verbs in the present tense require the person marker as a verbal suffix and thus it cannot
cliticize to anything else - see Fig. (9). Another case of cliticization of the person marker is

2Second position effects in Polish are different than those found in Germanic languages. Adjectives can
be topicalized as shown below:

Dzikie mieszkak tutuaj zwierzgta.
wild live here animals
`Wild animals live here.'
3Polish verbs belong to several conjugational patterns and their inflection often involves phonological

changes to the stem and Tense and Person marker forms depending on the conjugation. No verbs show overt
marking for present tense, while past tense is always morphologically realized. The paradigm of the verb "to
sleep" exemplifies this dichotomy.
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that shown in Figs. (10) and (11) which include sentences with a missing copula.4
(3) [Krystyng] -smy widzie -li.

[Kristin[Acc]] -1PL See- PAST /M /PL

`We saw Kristin.'
(4) [My] -smy nie wiedzi -aly.

[We[NOM]] -1PL not know- PAST /F /PL

`We did not know.'
(5) [Bialego] -smy samochodu nie

[White[GEN]] -1PL car not
znalez -li.
find- PAST /M /PL

`We did not find a WHITE car.'
(6) [Dopiero] -smy wsta -ly.

[.rust] -1PL get- PAST /F /PL

`We just got up.'
(7) Wie-m, [ze] -s dzwoni -l.

Know -is [that] -2s call - PAST /M

`I know that you called.'
(8) [Do kogo] -s dzwoni -l?

[To whom] -2s call- PAST /M

`Who did you call ?'
(9) a. Wczesnie wstaj -esz b. *Wczesnie -esz wstaj.

Early get up- PRES /2S Early -2s get up -PRES

`You get up early' `You get up early'.
(10) [Ladn] -a -s.

[pretty] -F -2s

`You are pretty.'
(11) [Z miasta] -scie a [gaps] -scie.

From city1-2PL but loser -PRES

`Although you are from the city, you are a loser.'
As can be seen in Figs. (4) -(11), the person marker cliticizes to the first position of the sen-
tence (prepositions act as proclitics in Polish). Fig. (12) shows that it is at least awkward,
and usually ungrammatical to cliticize a person marker to a full phrase:

(12) a. ?[Duo dzieci] -smy spotka -ly.
[Many children1-2PL meet -F /PAST

`We saw many children.'
b. * [Duzo bardzo malych dzieci] -smy spotka -Iy.

[Many very small children] -2PL meet -F /PAST

`We saw a lot of very small children.'

4I am presenting these examples in order to provide a complete set of data on second position cliticization
in Polish although I am not going to discuss them here. This kind of sentences, however, can be diagnostic
of a whole range of phenomena associated with the Auxiliary system in Polish, which is the topic of a
forthcoming contribution.
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3 The Split INFL Hypothesis
In my analysis of IP- structure I am going to follow the tradition of fusing the Verb with
INFL (initiated by Chomsky's Affix Hopping rule - Chomsky (1957)). Chomsky (1981)
proposes that there is a rule R which assigns the elements of INFL to the initial verbal
element of VP and is, in effect, a morphological rule of Affix- movement. A consequence of
rule -R being morphological rather than syntactic is that it does not leave a trace which has
to be properly governed. Later accounts show, however, that the fusion of the Verb with
INFL is an instance of Head movement leaving a trace (Baker (1988), Chomsky (1986b),
(1988)), and obeying the Head Movement Constraint (Travis (1984)).

As a result of the work on a variety of languages a necessity arose to "split" the double -
headed INFL into two independent functional projections of Agr and Tense. This kind of
proposal has been made by Pollock (1989) for French and English and was motivated by the
differences in the properties of Agr in those two languages.

In this paper, I am going to postulate a "split" INFL for the Polish IP based on the
phenomenon of second position person clitics.

3.1 Structure of an Indicative Clause
3.1.1 Verb Movement

The phenomenon that person markers are not "bound" to Verbs but can appear as second
position clitics provides a clear argument for introducing a split INFL in the IP for Polish.
The order of Tense and Agr markers on a [ +past] Verb (as in Fig. (13)) motivates the or-
dering of the Agr and Tense projections as presented in Fig. (14).

(13) Wysz- li -scie.
LeaVe- PAST /M /PL -2PL

`You left.'

(14) CP

AgrP
Agr'

Agr°
[person]

TP

T°
[+/-past]

VP

V°

As an instance of Head Movement, the Verb generated in V° first moves to T° where it
gets inflected for Tense. Verbs with a present tense reading ([- past]) never appear with-
out a person marker (as shown in Fig. 15), and this indicates that they cannot remain
in the T° position but must move to Agr °. If we adopt the view that Verbs undergo
morphological operations once they are adjoined to a functional Head (operations in the
sense of Anderson (1990)), the [ -past] operation must be substantially different from a
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[ +pastj operation. The [ -past] operation does not have an overt phonological realiza-
tion and this could be the reason of further movement to Agr° as shown in Fig. (16).

(15) a. Wstaj -esz. b. *Wcze§nie -esz wstaj.
Get up- (PRES) -2s Early -2s get up- (PRES)

`You are getting up.' `You get up early.'

(16) CP

AgrP
Agr'

Agr°
[person]

wstaj -esz
get up - 2s

TP

T°
[+/-past]

VP

A verb with the past tense reading ([ +past]) has an option of moving all the way to Agr °:
(17) a. Wysz- li -scie. b. Szybko-kie wysz -li.

Leave- PAST /M /PL -2PL Quickly -2PL leave- PAST /M /PL

`You left.' `You left quickly.'
The representation in (18)a. illustrates the movement of a [ +past] Verb all the way to Agr °:

(18)a. CP

Agr°
[person]

wysz- li -scie T°
leave -pst/m- 2p1 [ +past]

3.1.2 Second Position Phenomena

VP

The IP structure in Fig. (16) correctly reflects the facts of Polish verbal morphology. It
is, however, insufficient to account for the instances where categories other than Verb are
bearers of person clitics - see Fig. (18)b.
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(18)b. CP

AgrP
Agr'

TPCo
szybko
quickly Agr°

[person]
scie
2pl

T°
[i-past]

wysz - li V

VP

leave- pst/m/pl

The final structure for the IP I am going to propose is therefore one where the C° node
incorporates Agr features through an adjunction process - Fig. (19). In order to provide Agr
with a bearer, the Verb or some other category moves into the C° position and gets inflected
for person.

Bayer (1984) discusses a similar phenomenon for inflected Complementizers in Bavarian.
If the Verb has 2nd person singular agreement features, the Complementizer (or anything in
COMP position) can be inflected for 2nd person singular:
B(57) a. [s" [coMP2dui] [coMplbis daß -st] [st; kummst]] .. .

you until that -2s come -2s
`Until you arrive ...'

Bayer assumes that if the inflectional morphology appears, it appears in COMP1 (C°) already
at D- Structure.

The data I am presenting here show that contrary to Bavarian, the inflected COMP in
Polish does not select any particular person endings and can cliticize all of them onto the
first position in the sentence.5 Therefore, I am proposing a uniform rule of "Move a to
COMP" in Polish, where COMP consists of C° and Agr features:

(19) CP

AgrP
Agr'

TP

Agr°
[person] TO

[+/-past]

VP

V

In this presentation I am assuming that the movement to COMP is an instance of Head

&For most speakers of Polish the 1st person singular marker sounds archaic or marked if cliticized to
something other than a verb but this should not be attributed to any syntactic restrictions.
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movement. The categories moving to COMP land in C° (a head position) and therefore it
is reasonable to assume that they are heads. (Note: Polish allows left - branch extraction,
usually of Adjectives - see Footnote 2). Another argument for Head movement is that for
most speakers it is totally unacceptable to move a whole phrase before the person clitic.
While the sentence in (20) is well formed, the sentence in (21) is ungrammatical for most
speakers:

(20) [Bialegol -smy samochodu nie znalei -li.
[White[GEN11-1PL car not find- PAST /M /PL

`We did not find a WHITE car.'
(21) ? *[Bialego samochodu] -smy nie nie znalei -li.

White Car[GEN] -1PL not find- PAST /M /PL

`We did not find a white car.'
Another property of the movement to C° is that the rule applies very late in the derivation,
perhaps even at the PF level (as suggested by Chomsky for the rule -R in LGB). As can be
seen in (20), the Adjective `white' is inflected for case. The Gen case marker is inside the
person marker suggesting that it came into the C° position with the structural Case already
assigned.

3.1.3 The Mirror Principle

Pollock (1989) assumes that in the split INFL Tense dominates Agr, and this accounts for
Verb movement (or lack of it) in both English and French. Such an ordering of projections,
however, does not reflect the order of Tense and Agreement markers in French. As Deprez
(1989) points out, whenever it is possible to distinguish the Tense marker from the Agr in
a French verb, the Tense marker is closer to the Verb than the Agr marker. Therefore she
claims that Pollock's account does not reflect morphological properties of French verbs.

Baker (1985) introduces the Mirror Principle which requires morphological derivations,
to directly reflect syntactic derivations and vice versa. If we accept it as a principle of
Universal Grammar, any morpho- syntactic rule such as Verb movement to Tense or Agr
must be reflected in the order of `morphemes' (or rather phonological manifestations of
morphological operations on the Verb).

An analysis of Polish consistent with Pollock's IP structure (Tense higher than Agr) would
either produce a wrong sequence of `morphemes' or it would violate the Mirror Principle in
that a later movement (to Agr) would be phonologically realized inside the phonological
realization of an earlier movement (to Tense).

4 Inflected COMP and pro
Polish is a Null -Subject language and in the following section 1 am going to argue that the
Null - Subject parameter is closely related to the Agr° which head -governs Subjects.



4.1 Null -Subjects
Subjectless sentences (Figs. (22)a and (23)) are very common in Polish. Full pronoun forms
are used for emphasis (Fig. (22)c.) or as bearers of Agr features (Fig. (22)d). Overt Subjects
are assigned Nominative case:

(22) a. Wychodzi -sz. b ?Ty wychodzi -sz.
leave -2s You leave -2s
`You are leaving.' `You are leaving.'

c. TY wychodzi-sz. d. TY -s to zrobila.
YOU leave -2s YOU -2s it do- PAST /F /S

`YOU are leaving.' `YOU have done it.'
(23) Zupelnie o tym nie wiedzia -la -m.

Completely about it not know- PAST /F /S -1S

`I did not know about it.'

4.2 Where are Subjects Generated and How Are They Gov-
erned?

The expansion of the tree into AgrP, TP, and VP gives three Specifier positions where
Subjects can be generated: [Spec, AgrP], [Spec, TP], or [Spec, VP]. In the subsequent
section I am going to argue for a VP- internal origin of Subjects in Polish.

4.2.1 The VP- internal Subject Hypothesis

The proponents of the idea that Subjects originate in [Spec, VP] and then move outside the
VP have both theoretical and empirical arguments (as summarized in Deprez (1989)).

The main theoretical argument is that of a conceptual simplification of Theta -theory and
X -bar theory. If the Subject is generated in [Spec, VP], one does not need to invoke direct and
indirect O -marking which is necessary if the Subject in [Spec, IP] is to get its O -role from the
VP. Another advantage of such approach is a certain uniformity of the otherwise "defective"
VP with other maximal projections in the X -bar theory - in the previous treatments of
Subjects VP was the only maximal projection without any use for its Specifier position.

The main empirical evidence for VP- internal Subjects comes, among others, from the
following work (quoted after Deprez (1989)):

1. Koopman and Sportiche (1988) have analysed INFL as a raising category.

2. Some languages have a VP- internal Subject on the surface: Yiddish (Diesing (1990)),
Irish, Welsh, and Arabic (Koopman and Sportiche (1988)).

3. Floating Quantifiers have been analysed as a residue of VP- internal Subjects in French
(Sportiche (1988)).

4.2.2 VP- internal Subjects in Polish

Bearing in mind all arguments favoring VP- internal Subjects over Subjects generated in the
[Spec, IP] position, I am going to propose that Subjects in Polish (overt or non -overt) are
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generated in the [Spec, VP] position, where they are assigned a 8 -role by the Verb.° Since V°
is not a Nominative Case assigner (Chomsky (1981)), the Subject has to move up into [Spec,
TP] in order to get Case. If Polish did not allow Null- Subjects, the Subject movement out
of the VP could terminate in [Spec, TP] forming a chain with the head in the Case position
and the tail in a O -position. Such a configuration, however, would preclude the Null -Subject
option from occurring, since the Subject would not be canonically governed by Agr (Adams
(1987)). That is why Subjects must move to [Spec, Agr], where they pick up agreement
features by virtue of being coindexed with Agr° and at the same time they are governed by
Agr° adjoined to C °.

4.2.3 Pro-licensing

The pro -drop parameter as discussed by many researchers is strongly related to the presence
of a "rich" agreement system and the governing head being able to identify pro's position
and content. Adams (1987) adopts Rizzi's theory of pro -drop (Rizzi (1986)):

A. The position and content of pro must be identified.

1. The position of pro is identified by a governing head.

2. The content of pro is identified by coindexation with the proper features.

Adams, however, argues for another necessary condition for Null Subjects to be licensed:

B. Government of pro must be in the canonical direction.

When applied to Subject - pro's, the conditions in (A) and (B) translate into pro being
governed by INFL and coindexed with Agr features. In Polish, however, the government
relationship is between Agr° adjoined to C° and the [Spec, AgrP] where, according to the
analysis presented here, pro moves in order to pick up Agreement features. Since Polish
is a head - first language, the canonical direction of government is from Left to Right.
Assuming that Agr° adjoins to C °, pro is canonically governed and identified by Agr °. The
requirement that the content of pro be identified by coindexation with the proper features is
fulfilled because pro in [Spec, AgrP] agrees with the features in Agr° by virtue of the Spec-
Head agreement. Features in Agr are manifested by morphologically uniform inflectional
paradigm - see Fig. (2), which is considered by Jaeggli and Safir (1989) to be the crucial
property of a language that determines when Null Subjects in tensed sentences are licensed.?

In short, pro is generated in [Spec, VP] where it gets its O -role. It moves to [Spec, TP]
to be assigned Case and to [Spec, AgrP] to pick up agreement features. Pro is canonically
governed and licensed by Agr° which is adjoined to C °:

6Due to space limitations I am not going to discuss the issue of directional 9- assignment (Kitagawa
(1986)).

7An inflectional paradigm P in a language L is morphologically uniform iff P has either only underived
inflectional forms or only derived (morphologically complex) inflectional forms. (Jaeggli and Safir (1989)).
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(24) CP

5 Conclusions
The phenomenon of cliticization of person markers to the sentence - initial position in Polish
gives strong evidence in support of the claim that INFL should be divided into at least
two separate functional projections - AgrP and TenseP. The main Verb in a tensed clause
originates in the V° position and is required to move to T° in order to get inflected for Tense,
and then into Agr° to receive the agreement features with the Subject. The movement of the
Verb to T° and Agr° is an instance of Head Movement and is subject to the Head Movement
Constraint.

The order of AgrP and TP in the syntactic tree is motivated by the order of tense and
person markers in the past forms of Verbs as well as cliticization phenomena of person
markers:

the past tense marker is always inside the person marker on a fully inflected Verb.
If the Verb moves to T° first and then to Agr °, the history of movement should be
reflected on the Verb in accordance with the Mirror Principle. It will be reflected on
Polish verbs if the movement to T° is followed and not preceded by movement to Agr °.

Agreement features are instantiated on fronted heads. If Tense were higher in the tree
than Agreement, second position effects with person markers could not occur.

The presence of separate projections for Agr and Tense in the IP also provides a quite
natural explanation for Null Subject Pronouns in Polish - Agr° is morphologically uniform
and after adjoining to C° (which is necessary for the second position effects) it licenses and
identifies pro through canonical government.
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